# required R packages library(mnormt) library(numDeriv) library(nlmeODE) library(pscl) library(odesolve) # Mid IV two-compartment kinetic model Mid.kinetic.ODE <-list( DiffEq = list( dy1dt =~-80*(Vmax/(Km+y1/V1))/(80+(Vmax/(Km+y1/V1)))*y1/V1+CL12*(-y1/V1+y2/V2), dy2dt =~CL12*(y1/V1-y2/V2) ), ObsEq = list( c1 =~y1/V1, c2 =~0 ), States = c("y1","y2"), Parms = c("V1","V2","Vmax","Km","CL12"), Init=list(0,0) ) # calculate the concentration using Mid.kinetic.ODE on "nlmeODE" cal.conc <-function(p,data,MODEL){ len = length(data$Time) ) pred } der = jacobian(fn0,para) der } # Fisher information matrix f.fisher <-function(para,data,sigma2){ der.f = f.der(para=para,data=data) fisher.f = (t(der.f) %*% der.f)/sigma2 fisher.f } # proposal or kernel function for MCMC proposal <-function(theta,var){ as.vector(rmnorm(1,theta,var)) } # Gibbs for sigma2 sigma2.Gibbs <-function(data,para,prior.sigma2
)/2 } ll = ll + .5*t(para-prior.mean) %*% solve(prior.cov) %*% (para-prior.mean) -ll } # log-likelihood for joint logll.joint <-function (data,para,sigma2,prior.mean,prior.cov 
)/2 } ll = ll + .5*t(para-prior.mean) %*% solve(prior.cov) %*% (para-prior.mean) -ll } # MCMC for SCM with parameters which may be identifiable SCM.id.MCMC <-function(data,id.para,nid.para,sigma2,cov,prior.mean,prior.cov,c.opt){ new.id.para = c(proposal(theta=id.para,var=c.opt*cov)) U = runif (1,0,1 (data,para,sigma2,cov,prior.mean,prior.cov,c.opt){ new.para = c(proposal(theta=para,var=c .opt*cov)) U = runif(1,0,1) logll.ii = logll.joint(data=data,para=new.para,sigma2=sigma2 ,prior.mean=prior.mean,prior.cov=prior.cov) logll.i = logll.joint (data=data,para=para,sigma2=sigma2 ,prior.mean=prior.mean,prior.cov=prior.cov) arate = min( 1, exp(logll.ii -logll. 
